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Abst ract - -For  the Velte decomposition f the function space Ho 1 into three orthogonal subspaces, 
the possibility of discrete quivalents is investigated and some first results are derived for conforming 
finite element methods. For the difference approximation  a staggered grid, a full description of 
the discrete Velte decomposition is given. In the continuous case, we consider the connection of 
the Velte decomposition to an orthogonal decomposition f the pressure space and to the inf-sup 
stability condition of the Stokes problem. Some bounds for inf-sup constants in the continuous two- 
dimensional case and numerous discrete inf-sup constants have been computed. (~) 1999 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For the Stokes problem with first kind homogeneous boundary conditions, the stable solvability 
is well known to depend on the so-called inf-sup condition, or LBB-condition, after Brezzi [1], 
Babu~ka [2] and Ladyzhenskaya [3]. For the fact that this condition holds in the continuous case 
under appropriate conditions, one usually refers to [4]. A detailed investigation of this condition 
is contained in [5] and [6]. The bulk of investigations connected with the inf-sup condition centers 
on the discrete case and its proof for families of suitable finite elements (see [6]). 
Less known in the computing community seem to be specific values of the constant (denoted 
below by /30) appearing in the inf-sup condition, which in the continuous case depends on 12 
only, or specific values of the corresponding constant (~h) of the "discrete" inf-sup condition 
which depends on both the discretization and f~ (the author is aware only of the paper [7] where 
three values of Bh 2 have been given for the Ql-macro-Q1 element). Numerical stability of a finite 
element method for solving the Stokes problem or similar problems of elasticity theory is assured 
if Bh can be shown to be greater than a constant which does not depend on the grid, and proofs 
of this property usually employ the validity of the continuous inf-sup condition (see, e.g., [6, p. 
58]). 
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A thorough investigation of the discrete igenproblem connected with the LBB-condition has 
been given in [8], the stress being on the connection of this eigenproblem (and several of its 
formulations) with the eigenproblem for the discretized boundary value problem of elasticity 
considered there; specific values of the eigenvalues do not appear. 
Knowing only the existence but not specific values of the inf-sup constant, one gets the most 
important properties of the finite element method, stability and convergence. However, for com- 
putable rror bounds and for tuning iterative methods (see, e.g. [7]), one needs pecific values. 
Some values (or one-sided estimates) of optimal constants of certain inequalities have been 
obtained in [9] for several two-dimensional domains. In [10], one of those inequalities has been 
shown to be connected with the continuous inf-sup condition, moreover, the inf-sup constant 
for a three-dimensional ball has been given. Also first described in [10] is the H~-equivalent 
of the well-known Helmholtz decomposition for vector functions in L2. This decomposition of
Velte contains, besides the rotation-free and divergence-free v ctor functions, a third orthogonal 
subspace. 
In the present paper, after introducing in Section 2 the necessary notations and the Velte 
decomposition, we consider its connection to an orthogonal decomposition of the pressure space 
and transformations between both decompositions (Lemma 1 and 2) and continue with a proof of 
results (Lemma 3 and Theorem 1) showing the direct connection of the inf-sup condition and the 
third orthogonal subspace of the Velte decomposition. Moreover, based on [9] and [11], we give 
examples that rather narrow two-sided estimates of inf-sup constants for practically interesting 
two-dimensional domains with corners are available. 
Next, being convinced that a discrete Velte decomposition should be useful for the investigation 
of numerical methods, in Section 3, we consider the discrete case. Here, a matrix constituting a 
discrete quivalent of the operator ot 2 can be introduced and we prove that 0 </~h _< 1 in case 
that matrix is semidefinite. 
Then we show (Theorem 2) this property to hold for all conforming finite element spaces. 
However, the property does not hold for the widespread (nonconforming) first-order Crouzeix- 
Raviart element. For this element, we give specific values of f~h for several two-dimensional 
domains. Our results show that, in general, there is no Velte decomposition i  the discrete case. 
For the well-known staggered grid approximation of the Stokes problem on a unit square, we 
are able to give all details of the discrete Velte decomposition (Theorem 3 and 4). Here also 
we present computational results which would have been difficult to obtain without the discrete 
Velte decomposition. 
2. THE INF -SUP CONDIT ION IN  THE CONTINUOUS CASE 
Let ~ be a simply-connected open domain in R N, N = 2,3, and denote by V :=/~(~(~) the 
Sobolev space of vector functions ~7(x) = (U l (X) , . . . ,  UN(X)) T defined for x = (X l , . . .  ,XN) C= ~'~, 
with generalized erivatives in/~2(i2) and with zero boundary values in the sense of traces on the 
Lipschitz-continuous boundary 0~2 of l~. For a given f E /~2(~), consider the following Stokes 
problem in variational formulation: 
a(~,~)- t -b(g ,p)=( f ,~)  , for all ~7 E 1~, (1) 
o 
b(ff, q) = 0, for all q E L2,0(fl). (2) 
Here we look for a velocity vector ~7 E t ~ and for a pressure p E L2,0(12), the subspace of 
L2(Q) =: P of square integrable functions with zero integral over 12. 
Based on the scalar product and norm of/~2(Q), 
N N 
:=  v,)0 = u, Cx)v,(x) (3) 
i=1 i----1 
II~llo 2 := (~, ~)o, (4) 
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and of t ?, 
f ~--~ Ou~ Ov~ 
i,j----1 
in (1), we have introduced the following bilinear forms: 
I1~112 := (~,~h,  
a (if, g) := (if, v)1, b(ff, p) := - (d iv  if, P)0" 
Introducing also the functional 
b 2 (if, p) (div if, p)2 
~2 (~,p) := a (~, ~) IlPllo 2 = II~ll~llPllo 2 '  (5) 
we can write the inf-sup condition assuring the stable solvability of (1) as 
sup ~2(ff, p) > f~02, for all 0 ~ p • L2,0, ~0 = const > O. (6) 
0#~ 
For both the two- and three-dimensional c se, by partial integration one can show, for any 
~, g • ~), the identity 
(w,~l  = (div ~,div ~0 + (rot C, rot g)0, (7) 
where in the two-dimensional case, we mean by rot C the scalar o~, - ~ often also denoted by 
curlC. From (7) and (5), it follows that 
f~2 (~7,p) < [[div ff[[2 
- [[ff[[---~l -< 1, and hence, 0 < l~0 <_ 1. (8) 
2.1. The Velte Decomposition and the Inf-Sup Condition 
The representation (7) of the/I~-norm suggests the following orthogonal decomposition [10] 
of /~:  
/~1(~-~) = V= Y0(~YleY~,  (9) 
where 
V0 := kerdiv = {@ • 17,div C=0},  
V1 := ker rot = {u? • V, rot v? = 0}. 
(10) 
(11) 
From (7), it is clear that (~,~1 = 0 if C e ~70 and g E V1. The third orthogonal subspace 1~ 
has been characterized in [10] , see also Lemma 1 below. 
Remember now that the mapping defined by the operator div from ~7 into L2 maps ~70 on 0 
and V1 $ V~ = (Vo) J- onto L2,0 as an isomorphism (see [5, p. 24]). Moreover, by (9) and (7), for 
E t~l and C E Vf~, we have 
0 = (~,~)I = (div ~,div ~)0, 
hence, 
• = • 
The full space P then turns out to be decomposed similar to (9) into three orthogonal subspaces 
by adding to (12) the one-dimensional space P0 of functions constant on f~: 
L2 -- P -- Po (~ P1 (B Pt3, (13) 
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where 
P0 := kergrad, P1 = div kerrot = div 1~1, P~ = div r~. (14) 
To get more information about the supremum in (6), we compute the condition of stationarity 
of the functional (5) for fixed p ~ 0. This gives ~ = Fp := ( -A )  -1 gradp. Since 
IIFp[]~ = (-div (--A) -1 gradp, p)o, 
~32(Fp, p) turns out to be the Rayleigh quotient of the operator 
G := -d iv  ( -A )  -1 grad : L2 ~ L2,0, (15) 
i.e., /32(Fp, p) = (Gp, P)o/HPlI~. The following lemma shows, among others, that G is indeed 
acting from L2 onto L2,0. 
LEMMA 1. The mapping (15) and the decomposition (13),(14) have the following properties: 
(a) G annihilates Po, 
(b) G isomorphically maps 191 onto itself and PZ onto itself, and 
(c) it conserves orthogonality; 
(d) Pa is the space of all harmonic functions with zero mean over fl, 
(e) (I - G)p is harmonic for a11 p E P and satisfies 0 < ((I - G)p,p)o <_ IIp[[ 2. 
PROOF. We start by proving that the mapping F : P --* V defined by Fp := ( -A )  -1 gradp, or 
in variational form, by solving for g = Fp in 
(zT, 8)1 = - (p ,  div if), for all ~Y • 17 (16) 
has the following properties. 
(1) It annihilates P0. 
(2) It constitutes an isomorphism of P1, Pa onto V1, Va, respectively, 
(3) It conserves orthogonality (i.e., if pt,P2 are orthogonal functions in P and are mapped to 
gl, u~2 • V, respectively, then zTt and u2 are orthogonal in the sense of 1~). 
Here (1) follows immediately. For (2) and (3), note that F isomorphically maps L2,0 onto V1 (Br~a, 
see [5, p. 23]. It suffices, therefore, to show that FP1 ± Va and FP#.±~'I. Indeed, let Pl be an 
arbitrary element of P1. Then Pl ± P# and, from (16), (Fpl, g)l = -(Pl ,  div ~ for all g • V. 
Restricting g to I?a, we have div ~Y • P#, and therefore, (Fpl,g)l = O. Analogously, we find 
Fp~ ± ~'1 for any p~ • P~. 
Now to get (a)-(c) from (1)-(3), it remains to refer to the properties of the isomorphism div 
expressed by (12)-(14). 
Concerning (d), we refer to Theorem 1 in [10] which, in our notations, says that the subspace l~a 
consists of the elements ~ = Fp • ~" solving (16) for harmonic p • L~,o. Since we already 
know that F(Po • P~) = FPa = ITa, assertion (d) follows by separating from here the constant 
(harmonic) functions contained in P0. 
Finally, to get (e), using (7), we rewrite (16) as follows: 
- (rot Fp, rot ~Y)0 = (P + div Fp, div V)o = ((I - G)p, div v-")0, for all ~Y • t ?. 
Taking here g = grad ¢ for ¢ • 29(f~), the set of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact 
support in f~ (the set of such g is dense in r~t), we find 
((I - G)p, a¢)0 = 0, for all ¢ • D(f~), 
from where the harmonicity follows by Weyl's Lemma. The estimate of I - G is a consequence 
of (Gp, p)o/llpll 2 = ~2(Fp, p) and (8). II 
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The following lemma, though simple, seems to be unknown. It complements (12)-(14) by 
orthogonality relations for rot V0 and rot t~ and, for N = 2, shows a classical transformation i  
a new light. 
LEMMA 2. In the two-dimensional case, there holds 
Pi = div V~ = rot l~0 3_ rot 1~ = div I~/~ = P~ C P, (17) 
whereas in three dimensions, rot 170 and rot 1~ are subspaces of the space f~2 of square integrable 
vector functions, and are orthogonal in this sense. 
PROOF. For the two-dimensionai case, consider the following mapping Q of I? onto itself (see, 
e.g., [5, p. 35 and p. 44]): 
= (vl, v2) T , Q~ = (v2,-Vl)  T 
This rotation by 90 ° is an isomorphism exchanging 1?0 and I71 and leaving 17~ invariant as follows 
from (7), div Q~7 = rot ff and rot Q~7 = -d iv  g. In three dimensions, we refer to (9) and (7). I 
We turn now to the inf-sup condition and its connection to the Velte decomposition (9); the 
inf-sup constant urns out to be determined by I?~ only. 
LEMMA 3. In V~, there exists 
Ilrot~llo 
:= sup - -  >0,  (18) 
0#~ [[div ~TH0 
and for the functional ~2 defined in (5), there holds 
inf sup /~2 (g,p) = 1 
O#peP/~ O:fi~_lT~ 1 + t¢ 2" 
PROOF. Taking into account (7), we formulate a result of [12] as follows. See also [9,10,13] for 
the three-dimensional case. 
There exists a constant F > 0 such that, for any p with ff~ pdx = O, there is an f E I7 satisfying 
div ff = p and Ilrot fll~ < FIIdiv fll02. (19) 
In our notations, f f lpdx = 0 means p E P1 • P~ = L2,0, and then, due to the isomorphism 
between L2,0 and 171 @ V~, f l  = f l  (P) e V1 and f~ = ff~ (p) E 17~ are uniquely determined by p 
such that div (f l(p) + f~(P)) = P. However, div ff = p for f = f0 • f l(P) $ f~(P) with any 
Uo E 1~0. Hence, according to the cited result, there exists u0 = fro. such that 
Ilrot fo.llo 2 + [Irot f~llo 2 <_ r (lldiv f1112o + Ildiv f , l l~) ,  (20) 
where we have also used (17). Once more referring to the isomorphism between L2,0 and V1 ~V~, 
we may now forget about p and state that for arbitrary ffl E V1 and ff~ e VS, there is a fro. E t)o 
such that (20) holds. Then it holds also for f0 = 0 (and this case is obviously connected with 
the smallest possible constant F). Hence, there remains 
Ilrot f~ll~ _< r (lldiv fall~ + Ildiv f,llo2), for any ul e V1, f¢~ e V~. (21) 
In this inequality, we obtain the greatest necessary constant by taking f l  - 0. The constants 
optimal in this sense are the same in (19),(21), and in 
Ilrot ~11~ <_ FIIdiv ~11~, for all ~E I~, (22) 
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since from (19), we have derived (22), and from here, we straightforwardly get back to (19) 
(guaranteeing the result of [12] with z7 restricted to 1?1 (B V~). From (22), the first part (18) of 
the lemma follows with a = v~. 
Observe next that for arbitrary 0 ~t ~ 6 1?~, we have from (18) and (8) that 
81 < Ildiv  11o =/32 (g, div ~7) < 1. (23) 
1 + ~;2 - Ildiv  11o + [Irot ~11o ~ 
Now let {Vk}~°__l C Y~ be a sequence approaching the supremum in (18). 
that [[div ~Tk[[0 = 1 for all k. Let Pk := div gk, k = 1,2, . . . .  
0 ~t Pk ~ div I?~ = Pf~. For any such fixed Pk, 
We may assume 
We know then from (12) that 
f~2 (g, Pk) = (div g, div v~k)02 
II ll llpkllo 
is maximal in IYZ for div ~Y = div ~Tk = Pk, i.e., for ~ = ~Tk, the corresponding limit value being 
limk-.oo 1/(1 + [[rot ~Tk[[02) = 1/(1 + ~2). According to (23), this is the smallest possible value when 
varying p = div ~ in P~. | 
REMARK 1. In the two-dimensional case, applying the mapping Q (see the proof of Lemma 2) 
to t~, we get from (18) that also 
Ildiv ~7110 1 sup = a, and therefore, inf [[rot vii0 = _ (24) 
o~,~e~ [[rot~7]]o o#~e~ []div ~7[[o ~" 
Comparing with (18), we see that a _> 1, and hence, 1/(1 + a2) _< 1/2, moreover, (23) improves 
to 
1 g2 
1 q- a------5 -~ ~2(~Y, div ~Y) _< 1 Jr a------2' for any 0 ~ ~Y E 17~. (25) 
REMARK 2. As shown in [9], in the two-dimensional case, (19) is equivalent o an inequality 
considered in [11] which says that if w(z) = u(xl ,x2) + iv(xl ,x2) is an analytic function of 
z = xl + ix2 in 12, then 
~u2dx<_F~v2dx,  (26) 
provided that ff~ udx  = O. To show that the optimal constants coincide in (19) and in (26), in 
Section 5 of [9] a construction has been used (for smooth functions which then can be closed 
in V) resulting into g E I ? satisfying Aft = grad (p + V) where V = V(p) is a harmonic function 
determined by p. According to Lemma 1, this means go = 0, and then (19) reduces to (22) for 
p E P~. In [13], (19) is proved in another way, but there also holds go = 0. | 
THEOREM 1. With t¢ defined by Lemma 3, there holds 
inf sup ]32 (~7,p) - 1 (27) 
O~pEL.',,o ~e~ 1 + t¢ 2" 
PROOF. Let 0 ~ p E L2,0, and let ~7 = ~70 ~B ~71 (B ~7~ be an arbitrary element of V, see (9). 
(a) In the case 0 ~t ~ E lY0, i.e., ~71 = ~Tf~ = 0 and ~70 ~t 0, we have ~2(~7,p) = 0. 
(b) Looking for sup~f~2(~7,p), we use Lemma 2 to see that 
(div gl + div g~,p)2 
f/2 (~7,p) = ([[rot ~701102 + 1[~7i[[2 + 1177~[[2 ) ilpl12. 
Hence, we may restrict ourself to ~7 with rot ~70 = 0, i.e., with go = 0. 
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(c) Let p = div gl (~ div u0, see (12), where gl = g l (P )  and u0 = u0(P) are uniquely deter- 
mined by p. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we have (writing g(p) := ul(P) @ g0(P)), 
sup 32(if, p) = 32(g(p),p) = Ildiv g(P)ll2 
 e¢lev, Ildiv g(P) + Ilrot g(P) llo 2' 
and here, by Lemma 2 and with Pl := div gl(P), 
II div u(P)II02 liP111~ + Ildiv u0(P)112 
Ildiv g(P)ll~ + Ilrot g(p)ll  -- Ilplllo 2 + Ildiv g0(p)llo 2 + Ilrot go(p)llo 2" 
Therefore, to get the infimum with respect o p, we may restrict ourself to p with pl = 0, that 
is, to p • P0. Then Lemma 3 proves the remaining part. | 
REMARK. In the same way as above, one obtains that 
inf sup 32 (g,p) = 1 
o~e~t3  o~vev 1 + t~ 2" | 
2.2. Some Specific Values and Bounds for 
Inf-Sup Constants in the Two-Dimensional  Case 
Inequality (22) in Lemma 3 is invariant under a similarity transformation x --, cx with any 
c = const ~ 0, and hence, the optimal constant F = ~2 depends not on diam(f~) but only on the 
form of fL For the inf-sup constant 3o = 30(f~). we have by Lemma 3, Theorem 1, and Remark 2 
the relation 
I (28) 30Ca) = (1 + rca)) -1/2 _< ~. 
As shown in [11], F = 1 in the case where f~ is a circle, i.e., the upper bound in (28) is then 
attained. More generally, [11] shows also that for f~ an ellipse with semi-axes a > b > 0, there 
holds F = a2/b 2, hence, then 30 = b/(a 2 + bu) 1/~. 
For a square, it is conjectured in [9] that F = 5/2, the optimal function pair u, v in (26) being 
conjectured to be u(x) = Im(z 2) = 2xlx2, v(x) = Re(z 2) = x~ - x~. However, the harmonic pair 
u(x) = Im(ze), v(x) = Re(z e) gives equality in (26) with the constant 377/146 > 5/2, and an even 
greater constant belongs to the pair u(x) = Ira(z1°), v(x) = Re(z1°). Further, according to [11], 
for domains with corners (excluding inner corners of angle 0, admitting inner corners of angle 2u), 
the least upper bound of the continuous pectrum of the eigenvalue problem corresponding to 
(26) is (1 + M)/(1 - M), where M := maxxeoa ]sin~o(x)/w(x)l with the inner angle w(x) of fl 
in x E 0~; hence, in (26) and (28), F _> (1 + M)/(1 - M), and in (28), 30 _< ~/1/2(1 - M). 
For the square, we have M = 2/7r, and from [9], it follows that 
F < ( (1+ sinTr/4)) 2 
- cos~r/4 
Therefore, 
11(47r )  IX (22)  0.382683 . . . .  sin ~ o = 1 - sin _< 3o <_ 1 - = 0.426251 
Similarly, for the isosceles right triangle, M = 2x/2/Tr, and from [9], we get r <_ (1 + sin(37r/8))/ 
cos(31r/8) 2, hence, 
0.195090 . . . .  sin ~-~ = 1 - sin _< 30 S ~ 1 - = 0.223252 . . . .  
Bounds for 3o for two more domains will be given in Section 3.1. As is well known and follows 
from (6) immediately, the lower bounds for 30 shown here and later are also lower bounds of 
inf-sup constants when Dirichlet data are given only on part of the boundary and Neumann on 
the rest, or in other words, when/~ is contained in the considered space, e.g., for/.~I. 
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3. THE DISCRETE CASE 
After discretization by finite element or difference methods, the Stokes problem (1) takes the 
following form: 
Here Ah corresponds to the vector Laplace operator and is a symmetric positive definite matrix 
of dimension h × nh, where nh denotes the number of velocity degrees of freedom; the 0 block 
is of dimension mh × mh, with the number mh of pressure degrees of freedom; Bh corresponds 
to the negative divergence operator and is of dimension mh × nh. Further, ~Th and Ph denote 
the coefficient vectors of velocities and pressure, respectively. Instead of (5), using the Euclidean 
scalar product (., .) and the mh × mh mass matrix Mh, we define 
2 
(BhUh,Ph) (30) 
]3~ ( ffh, Ph ) := ( Ah ~h ,~h ) ( MhPh , Ph ) " 
For fixed Ph, the stationary values of this functional are attained for Uh -~ ~h(Ph) _~ Ah-1BhPh , " l -  
and then, introducing Gh :---- BhAhl BTh , 
(BhAh 1B'~ph, Ph) 2 (GhPh, Ph) 
f~2 (fib (Ph),Ph) := (B~ph, AhlB~ph) (MhPh,Ph) -- (MhPh,Ph)' 
i.e., f~ becomes the Rayleigh quotient of the eigenvalue problem 
GhPh = )~hMhPh, (31) 
which, therefore, is seen (cf. [6, Section II.3.2]) to determine the discrete inf-sup constant ~h as 
flh = min ~X/~,~. 
,~h,i>0 
Zero eigenvalues possible here axe due to (constant and perhaps further) pressure modes with zero 
gradient, see [8]. We shall consider only discretizations with symmetric and positive definite Mh 
such that (31) is nondegenerated. There axe mh eigenvalues )~h,i, these are nonnegative, and the 
corresponding eigenvectors span R mh. 
In [8], the eigenproblem (31) is called the second adjoint LBB eigenproblem. In the spirit 
of [8] and paralleling the connections between t ~ and P in Section 2.1, we have the following 
eigenproblems along with transformations of their eigenvectors: 
GhPh = )%MhPh, (32) 
ffh = AhlB~ph .lJ. "~ Ph = MhlShffh, (33) 
B'~ Mhl  Bh ffh = .~h Ah ffh. (34) 
In [8], the stress is on connections to eigenproblems for the matrix in (29). This involves trans- 
formations of the eigenvalues as well. In (32)-(34), the eigenvalues remain unchanged, only the 
multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue may change. Further, as one checks immediately, during these 
transformations, eigenvectors stay orthogonai in the appropriate sense and, if not annihilated, 
remain eigenvectors: .. ~*h , "'h and h , h , with i ~ j are eigensolutions of (34), then ~(1) ~(j) 
axe either zero (this being possible only for )~) = 0, respectively, A(h D = 0) or eigenvectors of (32) 
and satisfy 
( A .-,(~) .-,.(J)'~ f M -(~) -(J)'~ ~h'~h ,'~h )= 0 ~ ~, h~h ,Vh )= 0, (35) 
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if connected by (33), and vice versa. The transformations (33) have, therefore, properties analo- 
gous to those of F and div in Section 2.1. 
With the aim to bound the eigenvalues of (32),(34) and remembering the identity rot rot ---- 
-A  + grad div, we introduce now the matrix Rh as 
Rh := Ah - BTh MhlBh 
in close correspondence to the square of the operator ot. 
LEMMA 4. I[ Rh ~_ O, then )~h e [0, 1] for the eigenvalues of (32), and, equivalently, of (34). Here 
)~h = 0 corresponds to eigenvectors Ph with B:ph = O, and Ah = 1 to eigenvectors ~h satis[ying 
Rh ~h = O. 
PROOF. ~h >-- 0 follows from Mh = M~ > 0 and Ah = Ah T > 0 as assumed throughout in this 
paper. Further, multiply (32) from the left by GhM~ 1 = BhAh lB~Mh 1 to obtain 
BhAhl B~ MhlGhPh = AhGhPh = )~2hMhPh 
= BhAhlB~ph - BhAh 1 (Ah _ B~MhlBh)  Ah-lBhTPh 
= )%MhPh -- BhAhlRhA-hlB~ph, 
i.e., 
)~2h (MhPh, Ph) = )~h (MhPh, Ph) -- (RhAh 1BThPh, Ah lBT  ph) , 
and therefore, using the transformations (33), 
(Rhgh, gh) = )~h (1 -- )~h) (MhPh,Ph) = )~2h (1 -- Ah) (Ah~h, ~h) , (36) 
from where the first part of the lemma follows. In the case where )~h = 0, we have from (32) 
that (Ah 1B~ph,BTph) = 0, therefore, B~ph = 0. If B~ph = O, then of course, Ah = 0. Further, 
from (34), we see that ~h = 1 is equivalent to RhUh = O. | 
REMARK. Equivalently, from (34) and ,~h = 0, it follows that 
(MhlBh~h, Bh~h) = O, hence, Bhgh = O, 
and vice versa. Remember that in the continuous case, we had inequality (8) and f~(ff, div if) = 1 
for rotation-free ~7 and f~(ff, p) = 0 for ff divergence-free. | 
3.1. F in i te E lements  
For the general domain f~ as described in Section 2 and for reasonably general classes of finite 
elements, only part of the results obtained in the continuous case holds. 
We can, however, show that Rh is positive semidefinite for conforming families of finite ele- 
ments, hence, by Lemma 4, the eigenvalues of (31) turn out to be contained in [0, 1]. 
~h r~h To derive (29), we assume that finite element bases {w~}~=l and (qJ)j=l for the velocity and 
pressure approximation are given (specific lasses of finite element bases will be considered below) 
and span our finite element spaces Vh and Ph, respectively. We write (changing the notations 
of (29) a little bit) 
nh 1T~h 
ffh = ZUi~ i ,  Ph = ~_,Pjqj, 
i=1  j= l  
and collect the coefficients u~ and pj into vectors u and p. We assume that the mass matrix Mh 
of (qJ)~ffi~l is positive definite. Then, for given ~h E Vh, Ph = Ph(~h) is uniquely determined by 
the condition 
(Ph, qh)O = b (Oh, qh) , for all qh E Ph. (37) 
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For the coefficient vector p ofph, this amounts to solving Mhp = d, where d = d(~h) is the vector 
of the values b(Ch,qj). Collecting the vectors d = d (i) = d(~i) and the corresponding vectors 
p = p(i) = Mhld(i) into matrices, we obtain just Bh and MhlBh. Returning to (37), with the 
coefficient vector w of Ch, we get p = MhlBh w, and then 
rnh rnh 
Ph = Ph (V~h) = Ep jq j  = E (MhlBhw)j  qJ" 
j= l  j= l  
Now let ~Th be a second velocity vector and v its coefficient vector. Then 
(ShV) j  = b (gh, qj), 
and since (Bhw)j = b(wh, qj), it follows in the Euclidean scalar product that 
rnh 
(BTM~IBhw, v) = (MhlShw, Bhv) = Z(Mh lBhw) j (Bhv) j ,  
j= l  
rnh 
= ~p~ (~h) b (~h, qj) = b (~h,p~ (CA)). 
j= l  
We clearly have symmetry: 
b (~h,Ph (~h)) = (B:M;1Bh~, v) = (~, B:M; IB~v)  = b (~,~ (~h)). 
With 
we find 
Ah = (a~j) • R nhX'~", ai.~ = a(~j ,~i ) ,  
(Rhw, v) = (Ahw, v) -- (M~lBhw, Bhv) = a(~h,Fh) -- b(~h,Ph (Fh)). (38) 
THEOREM 2. Let Vh be a conforming velocity space and Ph a pressure space with positive defimte 
mass matrix Mh. Then Rh >_ O. 
PROOF. For conforming velocity elements, there holds 
a (Wh,?~h) -~ []?/~h[[12 --~ [[div Ch[[ 2 + [[rot ~h[[g, (39) 
since then Ch • l~h C 1?. Further, applying the Schwarz inequality, we have 
b (~h, Ph (~h)) = -- fa Ph (Ch) div ~hdx <_ [[Ph (Ch) [[0 [[div uTh [[0, 
and here ph(V~h) is the unique solution of (37). Taking here qh = Ph(~h), we get 
Ilvh (~h)IIg = b (~h,p~ (~h)), 
or together, 
and now (38) and (39) show that 
b(~h,Ph (~h)) <-- IIdiv while, 
(RhW, W) >_ [[rot~h[[~ _> 0. 
REMARK. If Ph D_ div lTh, then ph(wh) = -d iv (~h) is the unique solution of (37). Therefore, in 
this case simply 
b (wh,Ph (Wh)) ~- IIdiv Chllo 2, 
implying (Rhw, w) = [[rot ~h[[02 _> 0. | 
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As an application of Theorem 2, we consider the D'yakonov element [14]. This triangular 
element (known also as P0-Pl-macro element) employs, along with constant pressure lements 
on a triangulation Th, conforming linear velocity elements on the triangulation Th/2 obtained 
from Th by bisectioning. The element has been shown in [14] to satisfy the discrete inf-sup 
condition /3h >_ const > 0 without assuming convexity of ft. For this element, it can be shown 
that Rh is positive definite on most usual grids; hence, the eigenvalues of (31) are contained in 
[0, 1) and there are no rotation-free functions in the velocity space t)h. Consequently, a Velte 
decomposition i  the literal sense is impossible. 
Below, we show some computational results for the D'yakonov element in the case of a basic 
square grid subdivided by northwest-southeast diagonals into triangles. In the following tables, 
n denotes the number of pressure lements along a side of the unit square. To calculate the 
eigenvalues, the Matlab procedure ig has been used. 
Unit square, 0.3826~0 < 0.4263. 
1 n ---- - 5 10 15 20 25 30 
h 
/~h 0.4750 0.4597 0.4543 0.4514 0.4495 0.4481 
The/~-data given in [7] refer also to the unit square, but for the Ql-macro-Q1 element. From 
there, we find /~h ~ 0.4106, 0.4068, 0.4052, for h = 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, respectively; observe that 
these values fit into our interval. 
Further, we consider also the first-order Crouzeix-l~viart element (see [15]). This element is 
defined on a triangular grid and takes trianglewise constant functions for pressure approxima- 
tion and trianglewise linear functions for the approximation of the components of the velocity 
components, with continuity of the linear functions only in the edge midpoints of the triangles. 
The element is, therefore, not conforming, and norms are to be understood trianglewise. In this 
nonconforming case, we refer to the trivial estimate of ~2 from above (applying to the divergence 
term in (5), the Schwarz inequality, and then estimating Ildiv gll02 by NII~II2), according to which 
we have 
/32 (if, p) < Ildiv 110 < N, 
- I I~ l l~  - 
with  N(= 2, 3) the space dimension. This estimate applies also after discretization, and the 
eigenvalues Ah computed in the two-dimensional case not only satisfy 0 <_ Ah < 2 but part of 
them quickly approaches 2 for h -* 0. Relation (36) then means that, in this case, the matrix Rh 
is indefinite, spoiling the possibility to get discrete quivalents of (7), Lemma 3, etc. 
For the Crouzeix-Raviart element, as domains fl, we have considered the unit square, the 
isosceles right triangle, the L-shaped omain consisting of three unit squares, and a domain of the 
form of a capital T (formed by five unit squares). Below we report some results of computations 
on the same basic triangulation as for the D'yakonov element, but here n denotes the number of 
elementary squares along the longest straight part adjacent to a right angle of the boundary. 
Unit square, 0.3826 < Bo < 0.4263. 
1 
n = - 5 10 15 20 25 30 
h 
~h 0.6698 0.5746 0.5401 0.5227 0.5128 0.5049 
Isosceles right triangle, 0.1950 <;3o< 0.2233. 
1 
n = - 6 12 15 18 21 24 30 
h 
~h 0.4211 0.3417 0.3257 0.3149 0.3071 0.3010 0.2923 
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L-shaped domain, 0.1601 </30 < 0.4263. 
1 
n = - 4 8 16 24 32 
h 
~3 h 0.4160 0.3466 0.3196 0.3129 0.3101 
T-shaped domain, 0.1076 < flo < 0.4263. 
1 
n = - 6 9 15 21 27 33 39 
h 
~h 0.3014 0.2645 0.2395 0,2311 0.2272 0.2251 0.2237 
The f/0-bounds for the unit square and the isosceles right triangle have been calculated at the 
end of Section 2. The/30-bounds for the L- and T-shaped omain follow analogously on the basis 
of [9]. Observe that, in all cases, the values of/~h decrease monotonously for decreasing h, but 
for the convex (nonconvex) domains, the/3h computed are all outside (respectively, inside) the 
bounds shown for/30. 
3.2. The  Staggered Gr id  Approx imat ion  
We turn now to a detailed investigation of the structure of the eigenspaces connected with 
(32),(34), which is possible in the special case of a difference approximation fthe Stokes problem. 
The well-known difference approximation on a staggered grid will be considered here in the 
case where ~ is the unit square subdivided by a square grid into mh := (n -- 1) 2 cells of area h 2 
each, h := 1~in - 1). We assume n _> 3. To distinguish between the 4n - 8 boundary cells and 
the ( n - 3) 2 inner cells, we introduce 
and 
Wh := {(i,j), 2 < i, j < n -- 2}, the set of inner cells 
')'h :=  {( i , j ) ,  1 <_ i, j <_ n - 1}, the set of boundary cells. 
Wh 
As usual, the cell midpoints are pressure nodes. The pressure vector is denoted by Ph and its 
components by pij, with i , j  = 1 , . . .  ,n -  1. 
The sides of the cells contain as their midpoints the velocity nodes: nodes of the u-components 
of the velocity are on the north-south sides, nodes of the v-components are on the east-west 
sides, and there are (n -  1)n such nodes of each velocity component (including the boundary 
nodes). The velocity components are denoted by u~j, i = 1, . . . ,  n, j = 1, . . . ,  n - 1, and by vii, 
i = 1,. . .  ,n - 1, j = 1,. . .  ,n. Here the uij with i = 1 and i = n are the boundary values of uh; 
the vii with j = 1 and j = n are the boundary values of Vh. 
We collect the velocity-component values into vectors denoted by Uh, Vh and use the notation 
~h = (Uh, Vh) T. It is convenient to order the u-components into their vector Uh by lines and the 
v-components into Vh by columns of the grid. The velocity boundary values do not take part in 
the formation of the vectors Uh, Vh; they will be used only to write down convenient difference 
expressions. 
For pressure vectors Ph, qh and velocity vectors Uh = lUh, Vh) T, Wh = (rh, 8h) T, we introduce 
the discrete L2 scalar products 
n-1  
(Ph, qh)o,h := E P~Jq~J h2, 
i , j= l  
n - - I  n - - I  n - - I  n - - I  
i=2 5=1 i=1 j=2 
(40) 
(41) 
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and the corresponding norms 
I lPhg.h := (Ph,Ph)O,h, " Iluhll0,h := 
The R mh with the scalar product (40) and its norm will be called the pressure space and denoted 
by Ph. Similarly, the velocity space ~Th is the R nh, nh := 2(n -- 2)(n -- 1), with the scalar 
product (41) and the corresponding norm--taking into account hat the boundary values of the 
velocity components are zero. 
For the gradient, we shall use the approximation 
h (42) (gradhPh)iJ := Pij -- P i j -1)  ' 
h 
where the first component of gradhPh is required for 2 < i < n - 1, 1 _< j < n - 1, whereas 
the second component for 1 < i < n - 1, 2 _< j <_ n - 1. (To have the vector gradhP h defined 
in all velocity nodes, we formally might add zero components in the boundary velocity nodes.) 
Ordering the components of gradhph for all inner velocity nodes ( i , j)  in the same way as the 
components of velocities when assembling ~Th from the uij and vii, we get a linear mapping 
from the pressure space into the velocity space, the matrix of which is denoted by Bh T. Then Bh 
performs a mapping from the velocity space into the pressure space which represents he negative 
of the discrete divergence operator, the latter being defined here as 
(diVhUh)ij :=  (U iT I ' J  -- u i j )  + (Vi'j+l- vii) 
h h 
In the scalar products (40),(41), we have indeed 
(B~ph, ~h)O,h = (gradh Ph, Uh)o,h = -- (Ph, diVhffh)o,a = (Ph, BhUh)o,h" 
Similar to the discrete divergence, we define 
(rothffh)ij := (vi+l,j -- vii) (u i+l , j  - u i+ l j -1 )  (43) 
h h 
The values of rothffh are attached to the cell corners. 
For the approximation of the Stokes problem, we also need the discrete vector Laplace operator. 
For this, we first continue the grid by four lines at a distance h/2 from the square (what we need 
for the u-nodes is one line above and below the square, for the v-nodes one line to the left and 
right) and put zero values into the u- or v-nodes on these lines. We then define the discrete vector 
Laplace operator on the basis of the usual five-point approximation i all inner velocity nodes as 
follows: 
Ah h = (Ahuh,  Ahvh)  T , 
(AhUh)ij :-~ (Ui~-l,j -- 2UiJh 2 + Ui-lj) -}- (ui,j-i-1 - 2UiJh 2 --~ ui,j-1) 
2<i<n-1 ,  l< j<n-1 ,  (44) 
(Ahvh)ij := (Vi+lj -- 2ViJh 2 + vi-l,j) + (vij+l - 2V~Jh 2 + v~j-1) 
l< i<n-1 ,  2<_ j<n-1 .  
The matrix corresponding to the mapping --Ah of the velocity space into itself will be denoted 
by Ah; this matrix is well known to be positive definite, its dimension is nh by nh. Using (41), 
we introduce the discrete quivalent of the H~-scalarproduct as 
(gh, Wh)l,h := (Ah~h, Wh)o,h ,
and from here on, we define as velocity space the R n~ with this scalar product. 
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Finally, as mass matrix Mh, we introduce the identity matrix in the pressure space that is of 
dimension mh X mh.  
Next we show that for the staggered grid approximation as described above, Lemma 4 applies, 
hence, all eigenvalues of (31) are in [0, 1]. 
LEMMA 5. For the staggered grid approximation, Rh is positive semidefinite. 
PROOF. We have to show that 
(Rh~h, Uh)o,h = (Ahgh, Uh)o,h -- (Bh~h, Bh~h)o,h >-- O, 
for all vectors ~h = (Uh, Vh) n-. For this aim, we apply partial summation to (AhUh, uh)O,h and then 
extend the summation i  all expressions to all integer i , j , that is, continue the grid functions Uh 
and Vh by zero onto the grid of the whole two-dimensional plane. Then we may write 
i,j 
+ (vi+lj - v i i )  2 + (v i j+ l  - v~j)2}, 
Ilnh~hll2h = Y~ (U~+x,~ - ui~ + vi,~+l - v i i )  2 
i,j 
= Z { (ui+l' j  --Ui j)2 "~- (v i , j+a-  yij)2 
i,j 
~- 2 (Uiq-l,j -- Uij) (?3i,j-bl -- V i i )} .  
In the latter expression, we perform some index shifts: 
2 - - = 2 - - + 
i,j i,j 
-~ 2 Z (Ui+l'j--lVij -- •i+l'jViJ -- Ui+l'j--lVi+l'J "~- Ui+I'jVi+I'J)" 
i,j 
Namely, to get from the second to the third line in the above formulae, in the fourth term, we 
have replaced i by i + 1, in the first term j by j - 1, and in the third term both indices have been 
shifted. Applying both shifts also to the expression ~-~i,j(ui,j+l - uij) 9 in (Ah~h, gh)O,h, we get 
(Ah~h'  ?~h)0, h --[[BhUh[[~, h • Z { (?Ai+I'j --?~i+1'j-1)2 -[- (?)i-kl, j -  Vii) 2 } 
i,j 
-- 2 Z (Ui+l'J -- Ui+I'j--1) (Vi+l'J -- Vii) 
,,j (45) 
= Z (Ui+l,j -- Ui+l,j-1 -- Vi+I,j -[- Vii) 2 
i,j 
= IIroth~hll~,h >_ O. 
For the final step, see (43). | 
REMARK 1. According to the derivation, the norm of roth~h in (45) involves summation over 
the whole plane. If dropping terms which are zero anyway, there remains ummation over all cell 
corners---excluding the corners of the unit square. 
REMARK 2. Obviously, relation (45) in its form 
2 ----. 
I luhl l l ,h fldivh~h][~,h + ]]roth~h[[20,h 
constitutes a discrete version of (7), u~ = ~. 
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REMARK 3. Exceptionally, for n = 3, Rh is positive definite (see that matrix before Lemma 5), 
since then there are no inner cells. | 
To explore the eigenspace of Gh = BhAhlB-~, we introduce 
Sh := BhRhB: = Bh (Ah -- B:Bh)  B : ,  
and consider first the eigenvectors to ShPh = •hPh. Observe that to Sh in the continuous case, 
there corresponds the zero operator -div rot rot grad. 
LEMMA 6. The nullspace of the mh x mh matrix Sh is spanned by the vectors p(t), ~ = 1 . . . .  , 
(. - + 1, where has the components with 
p(1) { 1, i f ( i , j )  6 7h, 
~J = O, i f ( i , j )•Wh,  
and for t > 1, p(h t) is a column of the identity matrix with the 1 in a position referring to an inner 
cell. Further, the orthogonal complement of ker Sh is spanned by 4n - 9 linearly independent 
vectors which have nonzero components only in boundary celia, and the sum of these components 
is zero for every such vector. 
PROOF. We shall use the relation 
(Rh6h, Wh)o,h = (Ahffh, Wh)o,h -- (Bh6h, BhEh)O,h = (rot h~h, rot hWh)o,h ,
which is shown similarly to (45). Then we consider ~h := B-~ph, Eh := B~qh for coordinate 
vectors Ph,qh of the pressure space. Since most components of roth~h and roth~h are zero, the 
scalar product is readily evaluated (taking into account Remark 1 after Lemma 5); moreover, 
(roth~h,rOthV~h)o,h ((Ah -- B :Bh)  v S v -~ BhPh, h qh)O, h = (ShPh,qh)o,h (46) 
Now, ordering the components of the pressure vectors by taking the cells in "Yh first (proceeding 
counterclockwise along the boundary) and then the cells in wh (in any order), then using (46), it 
is not difficult to show that Sh gets the block form 
Sh=(  Th 00), Th=~--~tr id iag(-1,2, -1)  eR  kxk, k :=4n-8 .  
takes the form 
2 -1  0 -1  ) 
-1  2 -1 0 
tridiag (-1, 2, -1) := 0 -1  2 -1  " 
-1  0 -1  2 
| 
We can now show that for the staggered grid approximation, there are discrete quivalents of 
(13),(14) and of the Velte decomposition (9). To formulate this result, we introduce the following 
Neumann-type discrete Laplace problem in the pressure space: 
(BhBTqh),j = O, (i, j) 6 wh, 
(47) 
(BhB~qh),j  = g~j, ( i , j) 6 ~/h, 
where g is a function defined on ~/h and satisfying (this being the solvability condition) ~-~(i,j)e~h 
gij -- 0. 
From here, the lemma follows since clearly rank Th = k - 1. | 
REMARK. The above matrix tridiag (-1, 2,-1) is connected with the usual difference approxi- 
mation of -u"  under periodic boundary conditions. For example, in the case where k = 4, it 
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Observe that the matrix Ah (corresponding to the Laplace operator with Dirichlet conditions) 
acts in the velocity space whereas BhB T in the pressure space; for the inner cells, the latter 
agrees with the five-point approximation of the Laplace operator. Note also that by re-indexing, 
we can view g as a vector in R 4n-s, the components of which satisfy 
4n--8 
g, = 0 (4s) 
i----1 
THEOREM 3. The eigenproblem (31) connected with the n x n staggered grid approximation 
of the Stokes problem on the unit square decomposes the pressure space into three orthogonal 
subspaces: 
Ph = Pho ¢ Ph~ $ Pha, 
where dim(Pho) = 1, dim(Phi) = (n - 3) 2, dim(Phi) = 4n - 9, and 
:= kerB :  = e BZp  = 0} ,  
Phl := BhkerRh = {ph = Bhffh, ffh E Vh, Rhffh =O},  
Pha := {Ph e Ph solves (47) for g e R 4"-s satisfying (48)}. 
PROOF. Let {q(a k)} be the orthogonal eigensystem of the symmetric matrix Gh. We know that 
the corresponding eigenvalues are in [0, 1] and that span {q(h k)} = Ph. 
(a) As follows immediately from (42), for a pressure vector Ph ~ 0 with B:ph = 0, all its 
components must be equal, say equal to 1. Obviously, this vector 
(n--3)2+1 
t= l  
(b) 
(with the {p(t)} of Lemma 6) is the only eigenvector f Gh to the eigenvalue 0. 
From Lemma 4, we know that to Ah = 1, indeed there corresponds ker Rh as eigensubspace 
in Vh" The eigensubspace in Ph is then Bh ker Rh, by (33). From Lemma 5, it follows that 
no eigenvector is annihilated uring this transformation. Therefore, we have dim Phi = 
dim ker Rh. To compute the latter, we count the number of conditions to get nRh~h]]O,h -~ 
I[roth~h[lO,h ---- 0 using Remark 1 to Lemma 5, starting from the boundary of the grid and 
proceeding to the center. Excluding at the beginning, the corners of the unit square and at 
the end the very last cell corner in the center of the grid, in all other cell corners, we have 
to require roth~h ---- 0, that is, in n 2 - 5 points. Then dim ker Rh = nh -- n 2 + 5 = (n -- 3) 2. 
We shall give these (n - 3) 2 eigenvectors explicitely. Let qh E ker Sh be nonzero and 
different from q(h 1). Then B~qh # 0 and BhB~qh # O, but, by the definition of Sh, there 
holds RhB~qh = O. Hence, 
0 # BhB~qh = Bh (Ih -- AhlRh) B~qh 
= BhAh I (Ah -- Rh)B~qh = BhAhl(BTBh)B~qh 
= GhBhB~qh. 
It follows that BhB-~qh is an eigenvector to Ah ---- 1. Taking for qh the p(h t) with £ > 1 
from Lemma 6, it is not difficult to verify that the vectors BhB T~(t) h 'h are columns of the 
usual five-point approximation of the Laplace operator (corresponding to the inner cells 
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the p(0 represent), and hence, are linearly independent. The vector BhBTp O) is, however, 
B B T-(t) linearly dependent from the other vectors h h Ph , since by (a) there holds 
(n-3)2-i-1 
E .h.:p(:)= z s:ql 1) =0 
t----1 
Hence, we have all (n - 3) 2 eigenvectors of Gh corresponding to Ah = 1. 
(c) There remain 4n - 9 eigenvectors with eigenvalues Ah E (0, 1). Let qh = q(k) be such an 
eigenvector f Gh. Multiplying then 
from the left by BhB~ 
similarly as in (b), 
Ahqh = Ghqh = BhAhl B'~ qh 
and taking the scalar product with p(0 E kerSh, we obtain, 
. .  
= (BhB'~BhA-~lB-~qh,P(ht)) 
\ /O,h 
1 X (£) = (B (Ah- R )A; B q ,p. 
{B B r-  _(e)~ = ~ h htlh,IJh )O,h' 
since, as already remarked in (b), we have nhB'~P(h t) = 0. It follows that (BhBVqh,P(hO)O,h 
= 0. Taking 2 < £ < (n - 3) 2 + 1, we find that in all inner cells (BhB'~qh)O = O. Taking 
finally £ -- 1, it follows that 
E (BhB-~qh),j=O. 
( i,j ) e'yh 
We, therefore, are led to the Neumann problem (47) in which the solvability condition is 
satisfied. This also means that for the boundary values (BaBTqa)ij =: gij, we have just 
4n - 9 degrees of freedom, as required. | 
Using the transformation (33), we deduce now from Theorem 3 the discrete quivalent of the 
Velte decomposition. 
THEOREM 4. The eigenproblem (34) connected with the n x n staggered grid appro~dmation 
of the Stokes problem on the unit square decomposes the velocity space into three orthogonal 
subspaces: 
where dim(Vh0) ---- (n - 2) 2, dim(Vhl) -- (n - 3) 2, dim(l~h~) = 4n - 9, and 
~'ho:=kerBh={~hEeh, B ~h=O}, 
"~m:=kerRh= (gh e eh, Rh~h=O), 
Vh~ := Ahl S-~ Ph~ • 
PROOF. Using (33) to transform (32) to the corresponding eigenproblem (34) in the velocity 
space, only the constant vector p(h 1) is annihilated (see the proof of Theorem 3, Part a). Therefore, 
by (35), ortbogonal eigenvectors of (32) to 0 < Ah _< 1 become orthogonal eigenvectors of (34) 
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to 0 < ,kh _< 1. Hence, from the pressure eigenvectors to Ah = 1, we get (n - 3) 2 rotation-free 
velocity eigenvectors (compare with (36)), from the pressure igenvectors to 0 < )~h < 1, we get 
4n - 9 velocity eigenvectors and these satisfy RhUh ~ 0 and BhUh ~ O. In matrix terms, the 
equation for these velocity eigenvectors i
AhUh = B-~ (BhB~)  + (g, 0) T, 
with the generalized inverse of BhB-~ and a vector (g, 0) T of pressure values with zero components 
in Wh and components gi in 7h; this is a special inhomogeneous discrete Poisson problem with 
homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. 
Observe now that  any nonzero vector with BhUh = 0 is an eigenvector of (34) to ,~h = 0. From 
the proof (Part a) of Theorem 3 and from mh <_ nh for n _> 3 as considered here, it follows that  
rank Bh r = (n - 1) 2 - 1 = rank Bh. Hence, dimker Bh = nh -- (n -- 1) 2 + 1 = (n -- 2) 2. Summing 
up, we have now nh ---- 2(n -- 2)(n -- 1) eigenvectors as required. | 
Below we show some computational results for the Stokes problem approximated on a staggered 
square grid in the case of f~ being the unit square. Remember that  n denotes the number of grid 
points-- including corner points--along a side of the square. 
Unit square, 0.3826 </30 < 0.4263. 
1 
n -- - 5 10 30 60 90 120 135 
h 
j3 h 0.7389 0.6449 0.5515 0.5195 0.5059 0.4979 0.4949 
For n = 135, the dimension of the eigenproblem (32) is 17956, whereas use of the discrete Velte 
decomposition reduces this to 531 (and a further reduction to 267 is possible). 
According to our computational  results, there holds a discrete version of (25): the eigenvalues 
different from 0 and 1 seem to be separated from 0 and 1 for all h. However, the bounds Ch,'~h in 
0 < c h := ~ < )%,j < max )~h,i =: ~h, for all ,kh,j ¢ 0, 1 
_ _ ~h, i< l  
do not satisfy 1 = c h + Ch as would be implied by (25). Even for the finer grids considered 
above, we got _c h + ~h > 1.1. It  is not surprising that  c h + ~h ~ 1, since there is no mapping 
exchanging r~h0 and r/h1, compare the dimensions of these spaces in Theorem 4, and see Lemma 2 
and the proof of (25). 
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